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to the GovernorS, authoritieS and to all other
reSponSible oneS oF the army, orGaniSationS aS
well aS to headS, leaderS, the pope, to all
preaCherS and miniSterS oF all reliGionS and
SeCtS and to all human beinGS oF earth
by eduard meier / niederflachs 1253, bülach / 1947
Translation: Vivienne Legg / Corrections: Vibka Wallder and
Christian Frehner

lateSt CoronaviruS inFormation From
FiGu SwitZerland

I am still a boy of 10 years, yet I have cognition of the coming
times, which will bring bad and malignant changes over the humanity of Earth, which I predictively write down and spread in the world.
This, after clearly recognised events which will come about in the
future, because the human beings do not change to the better and
increasingly get badly out of the control of the good human nature,
become increasingly indifferent and become increasingly estranged
from each other, greedier for money and more sectarian. To begin
with it must be said that I am not yet entirely educated in language
and in writing, for which reason I require the help of my 5 grown
and highly educated friends in order to word and write down all that
which I, looking out and seeing ahead, have to say and explain
according to my sense. I am also thankful for their help, so that my
predictions were translated into the English, Italian and French languages and copied, as they can now also be sent to all countries
For FiGu Covid inFormation updateS:
due to their financial expenditure. This being to all national soverhttps://ca.figu.org/coronavirus.html
eigns and leaders of all countries of the Earth, to all editors of wellknown important daily newspapers of all countries, to important
articles from the FiGu Zeitzeichen which are
economic, religious and private organisations, to army leaders,
sourced from english articles:
commentators, the pope, prominent journalists as well as to correhttps://ca.figu.org/external-coronavirus-articles.html
spondents, reporters, authorities and radio broadcasters.
Finally Stop the overpopulation on
eduard meier, niederflachs 1253, bülach, 6th of June, 1947
earth, For it SuFFerS and
Everything which will happen in the future on the Earth from the
periSheS miSerably.
current time corresponds to a felony which is caused by a from
now on tremendously increasing Earth humankind and is complete- by Billy / SSSC / November 5, 2021, 11:27 am
ly irresponsibly furthered and tolerated by all governments and is
Translation: Barbara Lotz / Corrections: Vibka Wallder,
irrationally, selfishly, uninsightfully as well as intellectlessly and irra- Vivienne Legg and Christian Frehner
tionally driven on by the peoples themselves. The very basis for
that will be a tremendous mass of an overpopulation flooding the
Following are some words addressed to the masswhole Earth, through whose countless needs an unrestrainable dis- es of humanity, pointing out their machinations,
aster will be conjured up and spread planet-wide. Today I am coinwhich shall be listed and named to the human
ing the term 'overpopulation', and this will be carried far into the
beings of the earth, in order to open their eyes.
future, and with all human beings who are still full of intellect and
they ought to see all the suffering ecosystems,
rationality it will become a catchword that cannot be eliminated
nature and its fauna and flora, the waters, forests,
from the world.
landscapes and the sky, learn to feel the atmosThe entire earth humanity, which in future will overflow very quickly, phere and its breathable air, become aware of the
henceforth promotes, as never before, with the cooperation of all
climate, open their intellects and use their rationality. all this is to be shown to them by the followcompletely irresponsible governments of all countries of the Earth,
ing words and put into their world of thoughts for
large-scale and extensive destructions on, at and in planet Earth.
consideration and for the right action so that they
Annihilations and exterminations will also take place in the entire
millionfold world of all life forms. Consequently, many genera and
learn to see life as it really and truthfully is – and
how they themselves act and live.
species in nature, their fauna and flora, respectively in the entire
Overpopulation is the most disastrous thing for earthly
plant world, animal world and world of other living creatures of the
continues on page 2
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to the GovernorS, authoritieS and to all other reSponSible oneS ...continues
air, forests, meadows, floodplains, meadows and moors,
fields, gardens and swamps, as well as all mountains,
springs, streams, lakes, rivers and seas, the Arctic and
Antarctic, deserts and primeval forests, and so forth, will be
destroyed, annihilated or wiped out. And this will affect more
than 1400 species during the period from now until the beginning of the third millennium alone, with various genera and
their species being completely wiped out. But even in the
new millennium this kind of destruction, annihilation and
extinction will continue and, in a few decades, will find a sad
continuation with more than 200 further extinctions.
The complete extinction of various species and kinds of
birds, mammals, other creatures, vital insects, as well as
bees, butterflies, wasps, fish and many other forms of life will
mean that the necessary pollination or fertilisation of food
plants that are important for human beings can no longer
take place, and consequently they will remain fruitless, die off
over time and become extinct. Efforts will be made for artificial pollination and direct hand pollination by human beings,
but this will not solve the pollination problem of vital food
plants in the long run.
Fundamentally, with regard to the procurement of food for
Earth's humankind, which is growing in excess, the greatest
problem is the procurement of food itself; consequently more
and more food plants have to be cultivated, for which, however, more and more fertile land is needed, but this is constantly becoming less and less, precisely the more numerous
humanity grows. The growth of humanity also inexorably creates more and more necessary and unnecessary needs
which increase with each new human being born. And these
needs, which already exist today and have existed since time
immemorial, must be fulfilled by hook or by crook, not only
today, but even more so in the future, because the coming
humanity, which will overpopulate the Earth, will no longer
set any limits for itself in all the needs it wants to have, and
will be infinitely greedy for acquisition, pleasure, holidays and
travel, as well as unconscionably greedy for money and possessions. And in the future, this will have an effect – that gets
increasingly badly out of the control of the good human
nature – on the entire living conditions and thus also on the
feeding of the overpopulation, which is becoming mighty, so
that inevitably more and more food will have to be grown,
harvested and processed. This is in addition to the fact that
in just a few decades all natural foods will no longer suffice,
but will have to be chemically produced, which will fill the
stomach and satisfy hunger, but will bring illness and suffering.
The natural cultivation of food can only be achieved by plundering, looting and thus slowly destroying and annihilating all
land, all meadows, fields, ploughed land, moors, swamps and
all bodies of water such as streams, rivers, lakes, ponds and
seas and even the mountains and the planet itself. This will
happen because, in addition, everything will be contaminated
with chemical poisons that are harmful to health, which will
not only poison food plants, people and the whole of nature
and its life forms, as well as groundwater and all bodies of

water, but also the atmosphere. And the result will be that
countless human beings will be afflicted with serious ailments and diseases that will not infrequently spread epidemically in the body, such as severe incurable cancers, which
will become a widespread affliction in the future.
In addition to the endless increase in the demand for food,
more and more commodities and so forth of all kinds will
have to be produced in the future in order, on the one hand,
to satisfy the greed of the emerging over-mass of humanity
and, on the other hand, to expand the industry and economy
which will necessarily arise for this purpose and by which
alone everything can be guaranteed in the future.
It will be inevitable in the future that the planet, all natural
systems, the fauna and flora and also the climate will be
largely destroyed with the tremendously increasing excess
mass of humanity, under some circumstances to the brink of
an imminent collapse, which however will at least lead to
complete barrenness or destruction of large areas of land.
Earth will already be so overpopulated in a short time that in
the future large areas of the Earth will become completely
barren due to overexploitation for food which will lead to the
irresponsible clearing and complete destruction of huge
areas of forests and primeval forests, which basically absorb
toxic heat emissions, thereby protecting the climate from
warming and also regulating the moisture content of the
atmosphere and thus also rainfall, and so forth. The cleared
forests and virgin forests, however, whose fertile soil is only
20-30 centimetres on the surface and is then planted by the
farmers, and so forth, leaches out after about 2 years and
becomes useless uncultivable wasteland; unproductive land.
This dries up and decays, causing everything to wilt, die, dry
up, yellow, wither and become completely desolate. And this
then leads to new clear-cutting of forests and primeval
forests – over and over again, whereby the climate is inexorably affected and warmed up more and more.
Everything that will be grown, harvested, processed and sold
in the future will soon no longer be done by hard manual
labour, but only by machines and equipment as a result of
the ever-increasing mass of humanity. And this will soon only
be possible through further advanced electronic technologies, based on new inventions that are unthinkable today,
which will automate all work as well as processing procedures. For the time being, however, which will continue well
into the third millennium, much will still be based on all kinds
of motorised machines of all kinds, which will be used for
decades and into the new millennium in various fields of
work. This begins with horticulture and extends to street
cleaning, the entire agricultural sector, to road construction,
building construction, mining, oil production and coal mining,
and so on and so forth. All of these countless combustion
motors, which run day and night and are powered by petroleum-derived fuels, produce enormous tonnages of heat-emitting exhaust fumes. On the one hand, these are harmful to
the health of human beings and also to the world of natural
life forms, they burden them and cause many to fall ill. On
the other hand, however, there is a particularly strong ...
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Finally Stop the overpopulation on earth...from page 1
humanity, but hardly any earthling gives a thought about
what this means for the Earth and all life, in particular not
about the fact that due to this all the irrational, conscienceless Earth-human machinations and the whole ram- pant,
devastating, destructive environmental pollution, partly also
causing the extinction of many species as well as kinds, is
caused, which destroys life in the great outdoors and, gradually, makes it completely impossible.
It is beyond question that industry is a worldwide factor of
environmen- tal pollution, whereas in equal measure
humankind itself as overpopulation in the same form produces an enormous amount of rubbish and irresponsibly,
thoughtlessly, indifferently and carelessly simply throws it
away in the great outdoors and 'disposes of it', which is what
the average citizen does not want to see, know and comprehend. The fact, however, that he/she therewith embodies the
factor that burdens the landscapes, moors, fields, wetlands
and meadows, the forests and swamps in their vital function
up to a point where nothing functions anymore, is something
that no one talks about – except for the environmentalists.
Thus, it is equally the same for the average citizen as it is in
industry, that innumerable tonnages of waste are irresponsibly simply 'disposed of' in the great outdoors by the human
beings, also in the waters, in the streams, lakes and rivers,
which then wash all the rubbish in massive amounts into the
oceans – mainly plastics, which take up to 1 or 2 centuries to
decompose completely. These then harm the fish and other
living creatures; they eat the rubbish and as a result perish
miserably. And the majority of humanity – precisely the
majority of the overpopulation – the really culpable ones who
cause all of this, do not in the least have a guilty conscience
about it. Also, hardly anyone gives any serious thought to the
fact that in the countryside innumerable animals, innumerable
other creatures and other life forms of the great outdoors, up
to and including the flora, are being harmed in terms of
health and are perishing as a result of the rubbish heedlessly
dumped into the great outdoors. Due to the heedlessly discarded rubbish and waste, not only living creatures of all
species and kinds are killed, but they also perish miserably
and are even exterminated – more than 1,000 species and
kinds every year, which will nevermore inhabit the Earth.
Human beings who do not really think, that is to say, those
who are of low intelligentum – low intelligentum is nothing
else but a non-thinking and has nothing to do with the fact
that the human being in question, who is of low intelligentum,
is disturbed in his/her consciousness – do not, in their low
intelligentum, that is to say, in their blatant non-thinking, give
any thought to that which their heedless, irresponsible as well
as their blatantly indifferent actions cause, when they simply
discard their rubbish and waste consciencelessly and irresponsibly, instead of disposing of it properly at their own
expense according to the rubbish and waste regulations.
There is always enough money available for the acquisition
and possession of senseless things, luxuries, for festivities,
enjoyment, for holiday travel, sporting events, and so forth,
and it is spent massively. Every Earthling has enough to
spend on that – and even horrendous debts are being
incurred for that – but when it comes to protecting order and

cleanliness as well as the life-essential nature and its fauna
and flora, as well as all ecosystems in general – including
the atmosphere and the climate – then any ever so small
financial expenditure is so much too much that nothing is
being raised for it. No, then the rubbish and waste are simply thrown away consciencelessly, irresponsibly and carelessly into the great outdoors – because it does not cost
anything, and certainly not any money.
In their low intelligentum, the majority of the overpopulation
does not develop a guilty conscience about the fact that it,
with its irresponsible environmental polluting, as well as by
omitting the right action, not only the great outdoors with its
fauna and flora is destroyed and many things are exterminated for all times, rather increasingly all foundations that
makes the life of the overpopulation and of its descendants
and of the whole future possible, are destroyed.
That with the whole of all the destruction of nature and its
fauna and flora, the poisoning of the atmosphere and the
change of climate with Gewaltsamkeit1 by means of greenhouse gases and poisons of all kinds, adding to this the
extermination of natural life forms – which hardly wrings a
thought from anyone – that is a fact which rarely any human
being cares about. That all life is poisoned and thus humanity is struck with cancer and other illnesses, epidemics and
pandemics, is just as much the pure truth as the further fact
that due to the unstoppable further growth of the mass of
overpopulation, the human beings are becoming more and
more indifferent, loveless and strange towards their fellow
human beings. Apart from this, the fact that the human beings of Earth are becoming more and more unknowing, uneducated and of lower intelligentum, that is to say, more nonthinking and in addition to that, more and more psychically
susceptible and more and more dependent and addicted
with regard to pleasure, holidays, watching sports and electronics, is also frightening to realise. Consequently, they are
losing more and more control over themselves and are
becoming an easy prey for the soul-snatching of the representatives of religion and of the belief in god, in which case
they no longer think for themselves at all, but are just delusionally fantasisingly hanging onto the lies of those religious
ones, who promise them all the delightfulness of heaven.
The atmosphere is polluted and downright contaminated
with poisons, namely mainly due to the immense environmental pollution of the industries in the form of poisonous
fumes from the chimneys and the production of the products
that are increasingly required due to the overpopulation.
(1In the ‘Goblet of Truth’ all German word-combinations with
‘Gewalt’ are also used in English, because there is no adequate word in English that explains Gewalt. “‘Gewalt’ is the
brutal execution of elemental might and force, but it is far
above all might and all force. “‘Gewalt’ exists in different and
relative forms, one example being a ‘gewalttätige
Gesinnung’ – expression from the character, personality,
thoughts, feel- ings and emotions that shows the inclination
to act with Gewalt. When human beings possess or carry
out acts of Gewalt and it is not based in logic, then this usually involves violence, brutality, degradation and is terribly
continues next page
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Finally Stop the overpopulation on earth...continues
and innumerable deaths, and also increasing numbers of
earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions, which are becoming precarious in their severity,
are the unavoidable result.
In addition, there is the whole agronomy, which is a chapter
That industry is a product of the overpopulation – and this is
of its own with regard to artificial fertilisers, by which the soil
to be understood in the sense that the greater the overpopuis leached out and only brings growth through that which is
lation becomes, the more industry is required – is due to the
added to it from fertilisers. Livestock farming should also be
fact that industry grows in accordance with the increase in
mentioned, the mass keeping of cattle for meat production
overpopulation and thus accordingly creates more and more
for the mass of humanity – from which thousand millions of
pollution through exhaust gases of all kinds. Neither the scitonnes of methane gas escape into the atmosphere daily – a
entists nor the average citizen give even the slightest
single cow alone produces around 300 litres of me- thane
thought to this, yet they rail against the pollution of the envigas per day through digestion – which only very few human
ronment by the industry without seeing the reason for it and
beings in general give even the slightest thought to.
without inquiring into why the industry exists in the first
Also to be mentioned are the livestock farms of animals and
place, who needs it and why, and who is the culprit after all
other creatures and the large-scale poultry farms, and so
for it to become ever more extensive and emitting more and
forth, as well as the large-scale garden centres, all of which
more dirt into the atmosphere the longer it goes on. The
use vast quantities of artificial food, artificial fertilisers and
truth is that the more humanity grows in numbers, the more
poisons of all kinds and thus pollute the atmosphere,
industry grows, because in relation to the growth of humanibecause parts of those, indeed tonnes daily, are released
ty, that is to say overpopulation, industry inevitably grows as
into it. But hardly anyone talks about this, namely only those
well. This is because all the machinations of the overpopulafew who really care, but who explain everything to no avail
tion are increasing at an endless rate, that is to say,
and appeal to the intellect and rationality of the Earthlings,
because the needs, the desires, the wishes and the longing
speaking themselves hoarse and as if into the desert, where
for luxury are increasing to an extent that can only be fulthe wind carries away every word unheard.
filled by companies, corporations and private individuals. So
The fact that all the above-mentioned machinations of the
companies, corporations and private individuals fulfil everyoverpopulation have a negative impact on the climate and
thing and earn the Earth in the process by being those who
cause it tremendous damage is not all, because aside from
that, there is also the matter of the CO2 emissions, which are bring fruition to all the machinations of the human beings,
which increase in number the more earthlings there are. The
caused by the thousand millions of private and business
companies, corporations and private individuals are producmotor vehicles and the working machines that are being
ing more and more, therethrough they fulfil the machinations
used 24 hours a day. These, in fact, are actuated by comof the overpopulation; the needs, desires, wishes and the
bustion engines, namely by means of the end-product of
luxury that the human beings are clamouring for. The fact
petroleum from the Earth, which, in the form of petrol and
that they make use of the required raw materials of other
diesel oil, produces CO2 exhaust fumes that pollute both the
companies, corporations and private individuals who exploit
atmosphere and the breathable air and can no longer be
the Earth with all possible means by mining, digging and
absorbed by trees because the forests are thoughtlessly,
robbing its resources, thus destroying it and making it unable
irresponsibly and criminally cut down, burnt down and
to exist,is neither thought of, let alone is any responsibility
cleared, partly in order to gain 'new land', which, however, is
already depleted after 2 years. This is because the forest soil assumed for it, because it is only the Earth that is ravaged.
In no form does the thought or the idea ever arise in an
is only fertile to a depth of about 30 centimetres and quickly
earthling that the planet Earth is a life form like any other,
loses its fertility when it is robbed of trees.
only differently shaped in its kind – but nevertheless a life
The whole thing concerning CO2, along with many other
form that lives. And it is alive, be it with all its inner nature,
greenhouse gases that inevitably damage the climate and
with its innermost iron crystal centre, with its layers that are
inexorably promote its change to such an extent that natural
continuously in motion, triggering quakes, and with its
disasters of all kinds are the inevitable result, is not taken
magma glowing in the Earth's interior, seethingly retaining
into consideration. Droughts and the melting of glaciers and
the warmth of the planet, appearing as glowing lava when it
poles, as well as all kinds of natural disasters, primeval
erupts
due to volcanism. But there are also its many kinds of
2
storms and unweathers , immense masses of rain with great
waters
with all their life forms, then also the surface of the
floods, mudslides, huge landslides, and equally huge
Earth
with
all the different landscapes, nature and all its
tsunamis with the resulting destruction of seashores and land
fauna
and
flora, the wind and clouds, the weather conditions,
adjacent to the sea, as well as the loss of residential areas
the atmosphere and the climate, and so forth, all of which
are alive and preserve this. This is something the human
(2The German language has an interesting word that can be
used for inclement weather – "Unwetter": literally, "unweather". being of the Earth should consider for once.
It is a collective term for an extreme weather event or a
SSSC, 5.11.2021, 11:27 am, Billy
weather anomaly, which usually is harmful or destructive to
things and threatens life. (http://dict.figu.org/node/8408)

destructive.“ (Meier, BEA 2010, The Goblet of Truth, page
XIII, footnote)
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daS GeSiCht wahren...
by Billy

SavinG FaCe...
by Billy
Translation: Michael Uyttebroek / November 11, 2021

Sehr viele Menschen bemühen sich nur darum, ihr Gesicht zu
wahren, weil sie mehr scheinen wollen, als sie wirklich sind.
Dazu versuchen sie vielerlei Wege zu gehen, wobei das
Unterfangen in der Regel jedoch zum Scheitern verurteilt ist.
Doch wie wichtig ist das doch für all diese vielen Menschen,
die in diesem Wahn leben, ihr Gesicht wahren zu müssen.
Das Gesicht zu wahren ist aber nicht leicht, und all die vielen,
die das versuchen, vergessen es immer wieder.
Rücksichtslos gebrauchen sie ihre Ellenbogen und rammen sie
den Nächsten in den Rücken oder in den Leib, wenn sie damit
nur ihre Ziele erreichen und ihrer Befriedigung frönen können.
Ebenso rücksichtslos trampeln sie den Mitmenschen auf deren
Gedanken und Gefühlen herum, wenn sie dadurch nur ihren
Kopf durchsetzen können.
Und so sehr viele sind stolz, wenn sie ihren Finger auf den
Nächsten anlegen und Drohungen gegen ihn ausstossen können, und wie jämmerlich sind sie, wenn sie keinen Anstand
wahren und Dinge tun, die gegen jede Artigkeit und
Feinfühligkeit, gegen die Höflichkeit, Kultur und Lebensart sowie
gegen die Wohlerzogenheit verstossen, nur weil sie die hohen
Tugenden nicht erlernt haben und sie deshalb mit Füssen
stossen.
Nicht daran gedacht zu haben, dass die Handlung gegen die
hohe Artigkeit und den Edelsinn sowie gegen die
Selbstbeherrschung, Unverdorbenheit und Vortrefflichkeit verstösst, ist wohl die billigste Ausrede, die erdacht werden kann.
Wie schmählich ist es doch, Kinder und Erwachsene in
Gegenwart anderer zu tadeln, ohne daran zu denken, wie
dadurch das Selbstwertgefühl der Getadelten verletzt und ihnen
die Scham derart ins Gesicht getrieben wird, dass sie am liebsten im Boden versinken möchten.
Muss schuldigerweise eine berechtigte Rüge erteilt werden,
dann soll das unter vier Augen und der Ausgeschlossenheit
Unbeteiligter geschehen.
Nichtsdestoweniger ist es aber notwendig, in Offenheit und im
Beisein anderer zu tadeln, wenn die Nächsten im Betroffensein
miteinbezogen sind, wenn z.B. gemeinschaftlich beschlossene
Regeln verletzt werden oder gemeinschaftsgefährdende
Ausartungen erfolgen, was eine gemeinschaftsoffene Ahndung
erfordert.
Gute Gedanken erzeugen gute Gefühle, und gute Gefühle
sollen und müssen auch dem Nächsten entgegengebracht werden, wobei der Nächste auch jeder Mitmensch ist, und zwar
ganz gleich, welcher Hautfarbe, Rasse, Gesellschaftsschicht
oder welcher Religion er angehört.
Und tatsächlich spielen dabei auch Beruf und Titel keine Rolle,
denn in bezug auf den Umgang von Mensch zu Mensch sind
diese Schall und Rauch.
Das zu verstehen und zu leben bedarf nur klarer Gedanken
und Gefühle.
Und ein bisschen Nachdenken und positive Gefühle zu schaffen, kann Wunder wirken, denn dadurch entstehen rücksichtsvolle Worte und ein wenig Verständnis für die Lage des
Nächsten – des Mitmenschen.
Und Tatsache ist, dass etwas positive und gute Gedanken und

Very many human beings only try to save face because
they want to appear more than they really are.
They try many different ways to do this, in which case the
endeavour, as a rule is condemned to failure.
But how important that is for all these many human
beings, who live in this delusion of having to save face.
But saving face is not easy, and all the many, who try to
save face forget it again and again.
Ruthlessly they use their elbows and ram them into the
next one’s back or into the body, if they can only thereby
achieve their goals and indulge their satisfaction.
Just as ruthlessly, they trample on the thoughts and feelings of their fellow human beings, if they can thus only get
their way.
And so very many are proud, when they point their finger
at the next one and can utter threats against him/her, and
how miserable they are when they fail to maintain decency
and do things that go against any kindness and fine-feeling, against the civility, culture and way of life, as well as
reject the good-educatedness, only because they have not
learned the high virtues and therefore trample them underfoot.
Not to have thought of the fact, that the deeds against the
high kindness and the nobleness, as well as violating selfcontrol, pure-mindedness and excellence, is probably the
cheapest excuse that can be thought up.
How shameful it is after all, to rebuke children and adults
in the presence of others without thinking about how
through this, the self-esteem of those being reprimanded
is harmed and shame is driven into their faces to such an
extent that they would like to sink into the ground.
If a justified rebuke has to be given, then it should happen
in private and with the exclusion of bystanders.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to reprimand, in openness
and in the presence of others if the next ones concerned
are involved, e.g. if rules decided on collectively are violated or Ausartungen* take place that endanger the community, which requires a punishment that is open to the community. *Ausartung (noun - singular form) = a very bad
getting-out-of-control of the good human nature
Good thoughts create good feelings, and good feelings
should and must also be shown to the next one, in which
case the next one is also every fellow human being, and
indeed, regardless of what skin colour, race, social class
or what religion he/she belongs to.
And indeed, also profession and title play no role as a
result, because with regard to the dealing of human being
to human being, these are smoke and mirrors.
To understand and to live this only requires clear thoughts
and feelings.
And to bring forth a little consideration and positive feelings can work wonders, because as a result considerate
words and a little understanding arise for the situation of
the next one – of the fellow human being.
And the fact is that something positive and good thoughts
continues next page
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SavinG FaCe...continues
Gefühle jeder negativen oder schlechten Situation die
Schärfe nehmen, die zwischenmenschlichen Beziehungen
fördern und jedem Menschen das Leben erträglicher
machen.

and feelings take the edge off any negative or bad situation, promote the interhuman relationships and make the
life more bearable for every human being.
SSSC, 2 June 2005, 19. 10 h, Billy

SSSC, 2. Juni 2005, 19. 10 h, Billy
N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.

population Control
by Jimmy Chen / November 2, 2021
When the topic of overpopulation and population control
comes up, often the first thought is associated with a negative connotation. In the society in which we live in, it is certainly easy to see this in a negative light with all the hatred,
exploitation, materialism, religions, wars, genocides, etc.,
which inevitably leads one to think of the need to kill people.
And if overpopulation is indeed such a big problem that
without resolving it, it can ultimately lead to the destruction
of life and the planet itself, then is it not a good thing for the
greater good that some people die prematurely if necessary?
Having grown up in a materialistic society and taught
accordingly, I can relate to such a mode of thinking since it
is logical – at least from a purely materialistic point of view –
that by reducing the population (even with ungood methods), there could be less destruction of the environment,
nature, animals, plants, and the planet itself, and so at least
the remaining people could live on in a better world. But is
this really the case? The missing cognition in this mode of
thinking is the fact that the basic-attitude or the starting
point of the thinking is actually the most important, i.e. is the
thought of the need to kill or harm to reduce population the
right starting point in the prevailing situation on Earth?
If it is correctly thought through taking into account all factors, e.g. the material, consciousness-based and spiritualbased factors, and not just the purely material, then it
becomes clear that such a method of reducing the population is not going to work out in the long term. Because in a
society where people are willing to kill in such a situation,
what happens to the morality of the people and how does
one choose who dies and who lives? Who would actually
want to live in such a world where people are born and only
das beste
Alles und auch das Beste muss jeder Mensch
selbst sein. Also muss er eigens die grössten
Leistungen vollbringen, denn nur wenn er das
tut, kann er die Quellen seiner eigenen Kräfte
und seine Fähigkeiten wie auch Möglichkeiten
in sich ergründen und Herr seiner selbst sein.
26. Januar 2005, 00.23 h, Billy
SSSC Hinterschmidrüti

then to be killed when the population level rises uncontrollably again? There would be constant fear and anxiety. This
method would definitely not work in the long term, because
inevitably people will try to climb over each other's back, or
even walk over dead bodies just for their own survival and
therefore, there would be unrest and no peace, love, harmony, and freedom in such a world, which inevitably leads
to evolutive stagnation and again destruction in the long
term. The basic-attitude or starting-point of the thought to
reduce the population by killing was inviable to begin with,
since it was not a properly thought-out method.
A method, which would actually bring about the proper
results in the long term and still maintain love, peace, harmony and freedom on the planet would then only be the
most logical and humane method available to us, i.e. birthcontrol and birth-regulation on a global scale. With this
method, no one has to be killed or harmed intentionally, and
at the same time, descendants are only born into families
with sufficient ability and resources so that the best possible
upbringing and quality of life is given to them and so in turn
the society itself gains the most benefits. As we know from
the information from the Creation-Energy Teaching, the
Earth can – calculated based on the amount of arable land
– comfortably sustain 500 million people, and so the birthregulation just needs to be tuned according to this and the
prevailing situation (naturally in a fair method, where everyone is equally entitled to procreate descendants based on
certain criteria, e.g. families with less than 3 children and
with sufficient resources and ability, and/or with periods of
birth-stops, etc.). Those spirit-forms in the other-world,
which are waiting to be reborn, would just need to wait a little longer – a good trade-off for being able to be born into a
much more peaceful, loving, free and harmonious world.

the best
Everything and also the best must every human being
himself/herself be. Therefore he/she must fulfil their own
greatest achievements, for only by doing that,
can he/she fathom in himself/herself the sources of his/her own powers
and his/her own capabilities as well as possibilities
and be the master of his/her self.
26 January 2005, 00.23 h, Billy
SSSC Hinterschmidrüti
Translation: Michael Uyttebroek
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open letter oF Saturday, 7th July 1947,
to GovernmentS and publiC media in europe
by Eduard Albert Meier / Bülach / July 7th, 1947
Translation: Barbara Lotz / Corrections: Vibka Wallder,
Vivienne Legg and Christian Frehner
Already since the end of the World War in 1945 and also as
of today, in the year 1947, absolutely certain predictions for
the future of Europe and the whole world have been pointing
to appalling happenings that will inescapably arise. These are
absolutely certain predictions, the occurrence and fulfilment
of which will be inescapable. So it is not about prophecies
that are changeable or avertable depending on the behaviour of the human being(s) of the Earth. Foresights, that is to
say predictions, have nothing to do with prophecies, because
a foresight corresponds to a look into the real future, in which
the foreseen occurrence actually happens and hence cannot
be changed. And that which the future will unchangeably
bring is as follows: Already within a short time the climatic
conditions in Europe and in the whole world will begin to
change in a negative way, for which humankind of Earth will
bear the main blame, which is being brought forth by damage
to the entirety of nature and the fauna and flora, namely serious damage that is being brought forth as a result of the
needs and desires of the rapidly growing overpopulation. The
rapidly increasing overpopulation brings in its wake an ever
more frequent and radical exploitation of the Earth's
resources, as well as a continuous increase in the pollution
and even destruction of the entire environment, not only of
arable land, fields, forests, meadows and wetlands, but also
of all oceans and inland waters. Within the next decades, the
future will bring the pollution of arable land, fields, meadows
and wetlands, as well as the oceans, lakes, rivers and
streams with various kinds of rubbish, wherethrough aquatic
and terrestrial living creatures will be burdened, fall ill and die
miserably, especially when they try to feed themselves from
the rubbish. It is predictively explained that on the one hand,
in the decades to come and well into the future of the next
millennium, in this regard, particularly plastics will be the
worst destroying materials, affecting the entire environment
and bringing death to very many life forms. On the other
hand, there will also be all kinds of chemical poisons that will
be released into arable land, fields, meadows, wetlands, into
forests, gardens and into the atmosphere in order to protect
food plants and so forth from pests or to promote plant
growth. This, however, together with the upcoming of an
extremely intensive agriculture and horticulture, will lead to
the perishing and extinction of many forms of life that used to
eat the pests up until now. But the intensification of agriculture and horticulture, resulting in, for example, meadows
being propelled to higher production by means of an upcoming artificial fertiliser and mown several times during the
course of the year, will lead to birdlife suffering and being
rapidly reduced and partially even exterminated, be it songbirds or birds of prey. The same destiny will also befall
species of animals and creatures that in the future will be
robbed of their hab- itat through the need- and desire-based
machinations of the unstoppably increasing overpopulation,
because earthly humanity is destroying more and more fertile
and life-essential cultivated land, be it through innumerable
new residential and work buildings, factories, sports grounds,
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ski slopes, roads, ways, railway lines and public baths, and
so on and so forth. Also, many aquatic life forms will be
robbed of their habitat, as well as a number of them being
exterminated, in which case overfishing of the oceans and
inland waters will be the main cause of the disappearance of
aquatic life forms. The overpopulation will also be to blame
for this, since their fish food needs can only be covered by
overfishing and totally exploiting the oceans and inland
waters. Many birds of various species, be it songbirds or
birds of prey, nocturnal birds, aquatic life forms of all kinds,
insects, reptiles, amphibians, butterflies, spiders, all kinds of
animals and creatures will die out due to the fault of the
human beings of the Earth, because these will destroy a
great deal of it through their irresponsible interventions in the
entirety of nature and its fauna and flora. However, this will
not be all, because through the irresponsible and destructive
interventions in na- ture and the planet, it will be that also the
climate and thus the weather conditions will be thrown into
chaotic turmoil, which will lead to tremendous unweathers1,
claim many human lives and cause immense destruction.
And the equally irresponsible machinations regard- ing many
upcoming atomic bomb tests, which will find their continuation in tests of hydrogen bombs, and indeed through the irresponsible consent to the same by Truman, the President of
the USA, which will take place in January next year, as well
as the irresponsible exploitation of the Earth's resources, will
also affect the entire tectonics of the Earth, leading to severe
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions which will continue until
well into the new millennium. Already by the end of the next
decade, on 29th February, an earthquake in Morocco will
claim around 13,000 lives, but this will only be the beginning
of many others. Volcanic eruptions will also follow, such as
the Hibok-Hibok volcano on the island of Camiguin in the
Philippines in 1951, as well as the Lamington volcano in
Papua New Guinea, which will claim more than 6000 human
lives. But the volcanic eruptions in the future will then
increase badly/severely, as a result of which the dying of
human beings will also be in the several tens of thousands,
as will also be the case through earthquakes and seaquakes.
Everything in nature, its fauna and flora, the climate and
weather conditions will change radically through human fault.
All kinds of tremendous unweathers will occur in such a form
that unmeasurable material damage will result, such as to
landscapes, houses and all kinds of other buildings, but also
to roads and ways, to mountains, railway lines, torrents,
streams, rivers, lakes and even to the shores of all oceans.
There will also be hundreds of thousands of deaths due to
the forces of nature, due to climate-related cataclysms,
unweathers, mudslides, floods, tsunamis and mountain slides
right into the third millennium, as well as millions of human
lives lost through wars and terrorism.
(1The German language has an interesting word that can be
used for inclement weather – "Unwetter": literally, "unweather". It is a collective term for an extreme weather event or a
weather anomaly, which usually is harmful or destructive to
things and threatens life (http://dict.figu.org/node/8408)
The climate is set to change quite abruptly, as rapid and
increasing global warming and climate change is already taking place within the next few decades, producing huge snowcontinues next page
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falls, hailstorms, tremendous rainfall, European windstorms,
typhoons, tornadoes, hurricanes and other storms, as well as
droughts, unweathers and forest fires on an unimagined
scale, and this all over the world and thus in South and North
America, throughout Europe, in Asia and Australia. Huge
damage will occur, the seas will penetrate the land with storm
tides, and so forth, mountain torrents and streams will
become raging rivers, and rivers will become raging torrents,
with wild waters bursting their banks and causing immense
floods. On all continents, vast woodland areas will go up in
flames, entire landscapes will be desolated by unweathers,
and many human achievements and livelihoods will be destroyed. Europe will be hit by hurricanes and tornadoes
increasingly as time goes on, as also much human work will
be destroyed due to having been built too close to the river
banks, on mountain slopes, and so forth, as well as in wetlands, which fundamentally should be kept free of human residential, factory and storage buildings, as well as sports
grounds, and so forth, because these would have to provide
the necessary flooding space in the event of wild and inundating floodwaters.
As already explained, the first severe earthquake with many
deaths will occur as early as next year, and in the following
year also the first enormous volcanic eruptions, which will
also be followed by immensely extreme earthquakes and
seaquakes, which will extend until well into the third millennium and will then claim the lives of innumerable human beings
as they become worse and worse. The beginning of the
whole, which will bring much suffering, hardship, misery,
death and destruction in the future, is still taking place on a
small scale, but the more numerous the overpopulation
becomes and thus with it the increasing and multiplying of the
destruction of nature, of its fauna and flora, as well as of the
atmosphere and the climate, due to the irresponsible machinations of needs and desires of the overpopulation-humanity,
the worse everything will become. Thus, in the course of the
next few decades, a disaster will be in the offing which Earth
humanity will no longer be able to handle, as a result of
which, towards the end of the 20th century, everything will
increase to such an extent and be carried into the new millennium that everything will then get completely and very badly
out of the control of the good human nature and out of control in every respect. But this does not mean the end of the
horror, because once the new millennium has dawned, nature
will rise up even further and more gigantically against the
environment-destroying insanity of overpopulation-related
machinations and attain an extent which bears comparison
with primeval times on Earth, also in terms of unweather
storms which will increasingly escalate into hundreds of kilometres per hour. But there will be further disastrous things
causing turmoil and great horror in the future of humanity on
Earth, because many wars, riots and bloody and unprecedented terrorism will become the scourges of earthly humanity, about which, however, more will still be said later.
If we consider and analyse what is to come in the near and
more distant future, namely up to the first decades of the third
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millennium, then it becomes clear and evident that Earth
humanity itself is to blame for the coming disaster and
chaos as well as for all catastrophes, even if pathological
and irresponsible know-it-alls and scientists of low intelligentum will claim the opposite. Fundamentally, overpopulation is without doubt the factor of all terrible things, that is to
say, all its needs and desires, which are carried out through
tremendously destructive machinations on nature and its
fauna and flora, wherethrough inevitably also the atmosphere and the climate are influenced, which also leads to
global warming, that is to say, to climate change and to the
worldwide destruction of the environment. Also legal prostitution and crime as well as an asylum seeker problem and a
new Naziism will spread and create big problems, in which
case this new Naziism will not only spread in America,
which however shall also be brought up again later. Against
this and against all other terrible things in general, very
harsh, effective and comprehensive countermeasures must
already be taken and implemented today, as well as against
the world-domination-craving machinations of the USA,
which, through might-obsessed and willing creatures and
US secret service manipulations, instigates wars, revolutions and political subversions all over the world, but also
invades foreign countries and wage wars itself with its own
army. In doing so, it plunges them into chaos in order to
take advantage of the mentality, religion and politics of their
populations in order to break down the resistance against
the USA and to exterminate all those who tend to oppose
America. Due to the rapidly growing overpopulation, it is
impelled to exploit the Earth more and more frequently and
to destroy the environment, nature and its fauna and flora in
order to satisfy all the increasing needs and desires of all
kinds of the unstoppably growing world population, the number of which, according to predictions, will be around seven
(7) thousand-million by the turn of the millennium alone. The
needs and desires of the growing overpopulation are
increasing in relation to the number of humanity, through
which the planet Earth as well as its nature and its flora and
fauna, as well as the entire environment with regard to land,
forests, arable land, fields, wetlands, lakes, brooks, rivers,
streams, seas, the atmosphere and the climate are increasingly being badly affected and completely destroyed.
The planet itself is being tormented, for atomic and other
explosions disturb the structure of the Earth and trigger
earthquakes, which in the future will increasingly lead to
major catastrophes with many deaths. Bodies of water,
nature, the atmosphere and the near-Earth outer space are
being polluted, primeval forests are being destroyed and
eliminated for profit, and the Earth's resources are being
irresponsibly exploited.
The need of the hour and of the future would be to stop all
the insanity of Earth humanity with regard to the ever faster
growing overpopulation and all the thereout resulting criminal destruction of the climate change that has already
begun and will lead to catastrophic consequences in a few
decades. But the predictions clearly state that all the
destructions, annihilations, the chaos and the catast...
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deS menSChen lebendiGSein, Seine
SelbSterkenntniS und SelbStbewertunG
30. Oktober 2013
by Billy

the human beinG'S aliveneSS, hiS/her
SelF-CoGnition and SelF-valuation
30th of October 2013 [date published on beam.figu.org]
by Billy
Translation: Jimmy Chen / November 3, 2021

Wird die heutige Zeit, die Menschheit und deren Kultur betrachtet, dann ist erschreckend festzustellen, dass unzählige
Menschen ungemein ernsthaft und wie Roboter einhergehen,
ihre Arbeit verrichten, ihre Freizeit verbringen und dem
Humor völlig fremd geworden sind.
Das Gros der Menschen der Erde hat nicht nur seine
Humorigkeit verloren, sondern auch seine Fröhlichkeit und
Zufriedenheit, seine Selbstwertgedanken und
Selbstwertgefühle, denn sein Leben besteht grossteils nicht
mehr aus diesem selbst, sondern nur noch aus seinem
Dasein resp. aus seinem Bereitsein und Existieren.
Ungeheuer viele können ihr Dasein und ihr Leben nicht mehr
ohne fremde Hilfe bewältigen, folglich sie nicht mehr selbständig durchs Dasein gehen und kein wahres Leben mehr
leben können.
Jene, welche beste oder einfach gute professionelle oder
weise und gute zwischenmenschliche Hilfe in Anspruch
nehmen können, dürfen sich glücklich schätzen, gegenteilig
zu jenen, welche keine Chance dazu bekommen oder in die
Fänge von Religionen, Sektierern und Betrügern sowie von
Kriminellen und Scharlatanen fallen, denen sie rettungslos
hörig verfallen und erst recht in des Teufels Küche geraten.
Und ist dies der Fall, dann ist das Auftreten von schweren
und schwersten Depressionen nur eine Frage der Zeit.
Und dass dabei jedes Frohsein und jedes Lachen bereits
erstickt wird, ehe auch nur ein Keim dazu wachsen kann, ist
nicht mehr als eine zwangsläufige Folge dessen, dass das
persönliche Lebendigsein ebenso gewaltsam abgewürgt
wurde wie auch die Fakten der Selbsterkenntnis sowie die
Gedanken und Gefühle des Selbstwertes.

If the present time, the humankind and its culture is looked at
and considered, then it is terrifying to realise that uncountable human beings walk along unusually seriously and like
robots, doing their work, spending their free time, and have
become completely estranged from the humour.
The majority of the human beings of the Earth have not only
lost their humorousness, but also their joyfulness and satisfaction, their thoughts of self-value and their feelings of selfvalue, for their life largely no longer consists of these themselves, but rather only of their existence, respectively, of
their already-being and existing.
An immense number of people can no longer cope with their
existence and their life without external help, consequently
they can no longer go through existence independently and
can no longer live a true life.
Those who can call upon the best or simply good professional or wise and good interhuman help may consider themselves lucky, in contrast to those who do not get the chance
for this or fall into the clutches of religions, sectarians and
deceivers as well as criminals and charlatans, to whom they
fall in bondage without hope of rescue and all the more into
the devil's kitchen.
And if this is the case, then the appearance of severe and
most severe depression is only a question of time.
And the fact that thereby every gladness and every laughter
is already nipped in the bud before even a seed can grow is
no more than an inevitable consequence of the fact that the
personal aliveness has likewise been strangled with
Gewaltsamkeit*, as have the facts of the self-cognition as
well as the thoughts and feelings of the self-value.
*with Gewaltsamkeit = the state or quality of being with
Gewalt.

Definition of Gewalt:
There is no English word that conveys the true meaning of
the German word 'Gewalt'. 'Gewalt' is the brutal execution of
elemental might and force, but it is far above all might and all
force. 'Gewalt' exists in different and relative forms, one
example being a 'gewalttätige Gesinnung' (Gesinnung = disposition) – expression from the character, personality,
thoughts, feelings and emotions that shows the inclination to
act with 'Gewalt'. When human beings possess or carry out
acts of 'Gewalt' and are not based in logic, then these usually involve violence, brutality, degradation and are terribly
destructive.
Explanation from Ptaah:
What you have simply said, corresponds exactly to what was
also explained to me by our linguists. Further, I was instructed that the Latin term 'violent' stems from the old-Lyranian
'Filent', which means 'heftig' (violent). The term was further
changed in the course of time and was, in a falsifying wise,
continues next page
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Das aber bedeutet für den Menschen, der in dieser Weise
dahinsiecht, dass er nicht mehr herzhaft lachen und er sich
nicht mehr des Daseins und nicht mehr seines Lebens
freuen kann, denn wahrheitlich existiert er nur noch schlecht
und negativ dahin, ohne irgendwelche wertvolle
Lebenseinstellung.
Seine Psyche und Physe sind krankhaft gestört und üben
aufeinander negative Wirkungen aus, weil beide, sowohl der
Materiellblock resp. der materielle Körper wie auch die
Psyche, die zum Mentalblock gehört, in direktem
Zusammenhang miteinander stehen.
Grundlegend sind es die Gedanken und Gefühle, durch die
sich die Psyche formt, doch diese vermag durch negative
Werte, die aus der Gedanken- und Gefühlswelt auf sie einwirken, den Körper krank zu machen; jedoch vermag sie ihm
auch ein gutes und positives Wohlbefinden zu vermitteln,
wenn die Gedanken- und Gefühlsregungen die Psyche
hochleben lassen.
Für diese Regungen sind auch das Frohsein sowie Humor
und Lachen von Bedeutung, denn allein diese zwei Faktoren
bestimmen schon einen grossen Teil in bezug auf innere
Ruhe, Frieden und Harmonie, wobei diese Werte grundlegend notwendig sind, um Stress zu vermeiden und um über
sich selbst nachzudenken und sich selbst zu erkennen.
Ohne inneren Frieden und ohne innere Ruhe und Harmonie
ist eine Selbstanalyse ebenso nicht möglich wie auch nicht
eine Selbsterkenntnis und Selbstwerterkennung, denn nur
Ruhe, Frieden und Harmonie im eigenen Innern führen dazu,
dass sich der Mensch mit seinem Innern beschäftigen und
sich selbst analysieren kann, während er gegensätzlich,
wenn er von aussen, von der materiellen Umwelt und von
den Mitmenschen mit deren Problemen belastet ist, von
Unruhe, Unfrieden und Disharmonie befallen, gestört und
zum richtigen Handeln unfähig wird.
In dieser Weise steigt der Stresspegel und alle guten
Perspektiven verlieren sich im Irgendwo.
Das Gros der irdischen Menschheit kann von sich nicht
ehrlich sagen, dass sich sein Dasein so erfüllt und es sein
Leben exakt so oder zumindest weitgehend so lebt, wie es
sich dies früher einmal in seinen Träumen und Wünschen
vorgestellt hat.
Und Tatsache ist, dass dasselbe Gros über die Zukunft
spricht und sagt, dass es nunmehr alles besser machen und
ein Leben führen werde, das ihm durch eine massgebende
Selbsterkenntnis und durch das Erkennen des persönlichen
Selbstwertes ein wahres Lebendigsein gewährleiste...
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also integrated into other languages and was misleadingly
interpreted as 'Gewalt'. Gewalt, however, has nothing to do
with the terms 'heftig' (violent) and 'Heftigkeit' (violence),
because the old-Lyranian term with regard to Gewalt means
'Gewila', and it is defined as using, with all the coercive
means that are at one's disposal, physical, psychical, mental, and consciousness-based powers, capabilities and skills,
in order to carry out and carry through terrible actions and
deeds.
This, however, means for the human being who is wasting
away in this wise that he/she can no longer laugh heartily
and he/she can no longer rejoice in the existence and in
his/her life, for truthly he/she exists only badly and negatively, without any valueful life-attitude.
His/her psyche and physique are pathologically disturbed
and exert negative effects on each other, because both, the
material-block, respectively, the material body as well as the
psyche, which belongs to the mental-block, stand in direct
connection with each other.
Fundamentally, it is the thoughts and feelings through which
the psyche is formed, but this is able – through negative values which act on it from the thought- and feeling-world – to
make the body ill; however, it is also able to impart a good
and positive sense of well-being to it when the thought- and
feeling-impulsations uplift the psyche.
For these impulsations, the gladness as well as humour and
laughter are also of significance, because these two factors
alone already determine a large part with regard to inner
calmness, peace and harmony, in which case these values
are fundamentally necessary in order to avoid stress and to
ponder about oneself and to recognise oneself.
Without inner peace and without inner calmness and harmony, a self-analysis is equally as impossible as a self-cognition and recognition of self-value, for only calmness, peace
and harmony in one's own inner nature lead to the human
being being able to concern him/herself with his/her inner
nature and to analyse him/herself, whereas, on the contrary,
when he/she is burdened from the outside, from the material
environment and from the fellow human beings with their
problems, he/she is befallen by uncalmness, unpeace and
disharmony, is disturbed and becomes incapable of correct
conduct.
In this wise, the stress level rises and all good perspectives
get lost in the somewhere.
The majority of the earthly humankind cannot honestly say
that their existence is fulfilled and that they live their lives
exactly or at least largely in the manner as they once imagined it in their dreams and wishes.
And the fact is that the same majority speaks about the
future and says that they will now do everything better and
lead a life that will – through a decisive self-cognition and
through the recognition of their personal self-value – guarantee them a true aliveness.
Since time immemorial, however, these have as a rule been
mere empty phrases, which have also remained so since...
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FiGu
‘Free Community oF intereStS univerSal’
Translation: Catherine Mossman / November 17, 2021

Below is a translation of an excerpt that is taken from a
Contact with Ptaah on October 31, 2017 and was published
in 2018 in a ‘Gratis Schriften’ (one of FIGU’s series of ‘Free
Booklets’), along with another article Billy wrote, seen elsewhere in this newsletter entitled <Was is ein gerechter
Mensch> (‘What is a Righteous Human Being’)
Given that FIGU has adopted a shortened form of it name, it
is of interest to understand more about the meaning in the
name, as well as a little more about what it is to be a member of FIGU and a human being in good standing, in general.

FiGu
<Frei interessengemeinschaft universell>

FiGu
‘Free Community of interests universal’

im Gebrauch erweitert und genannt als
‹Freie interessengemeinschaft für Grenz- und
Geisteswissenschaften und ufologiestudien›

in its expanded form and is named as
'Free Community of interests for border and Spiritual
Sciences and ufology Studies'

1. Der Begriff, Name und Titel ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› verkörpert für die
Gemeinschaft und alle deren Mitglieder den Zustand der völlig
religions- und politikfreien Unabhängigkeit, Unterdrückungsfreiheit
und der uneingeschränkten Selbstbestimmung in vereinsgegebener Weise; dies jedoch in Berücksichtigung der zu befolgenden
Erlasse, Gesetze und Verordnungen des Staates, die in
Notwendigkeit herrschend den ordentlichen übersichtlichen
Zustand des Geordnetseins der Staatsordnung gewährleisten.

1. The term, name and title 'FIGU Free Community of
Interests Universal' embodies the state of independence,
freedom from oppression and unrestricted self-determination, completely free from religion and politics for the
community and all its members, in an association-given
manner; this, however, is to be obeyed in consideration
of the decrees, laws and ordinances of the state [local
and national], which in necessity prevail and guarantee
the orderly and well-ordered status of the state order.

a. Das ‹Freie› der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell›
bestimmt das absolute Freisein und Freibleiben der Gemeinschaft
hinsichtlich jeglicher Form äusserer Bindungen und Kontrakte
usw. mit der ‹Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell› aussenstehenden privaten oder juristischen Personen sowie
Gruppierungen und Organisationen usw.

a. The 'Free' of the 'FIGU Free Community of Interests
Universal' determines the absolute being free and the
remaining free of the community with regard to any form
of external ties and contracts, etc. with private or legal
persons as well as groups and organisations, etc. which
are external to the 'Free Community of Interests
Universal’.

b. Das ‹Freie› der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell›
bestimmt für alle deren Mitglieder die absolute Freiheit in jeder
persönlichkeitsbezogenen Beziehung, sei es hinsichtlich eigener
Bestimmungen, Entscheidungen, Handlungen, Taten und
Verhaltensweisen usw., folglich diese in jeder Form eigenständig
in persönlicher Selbstverantwortung gefasst und ausgeführt werden.
2. Wie der Staat zur Aufrechterhaltung der Ordnung eigener
Erlasse, Gesetze und Verordnungen usw. bedarf, ist dies auch
unumgänglich für die ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft
Universell›, folglich sich jede Person freiwillig in diese einordnet,
wenn sie Mitglied der Gemeinschaft wird, weil nur durch die
gesetzte Ordnung und deren Befolgung die ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› Bestand haben und in

b. The 'Free' of the 'FIGU Free Community of Interests
Universal determines for all of its members the absolute
freedom in every personality-related relationship, be it
with regard to their own determinations, decisions,
actions, deeds and behaviour, etc., consequently, these
are taken and carried out independently in personal selfresponsibility, in every form.
2. Just as the state is allowed to have its own decrees,
laws and regulations, etc. in order to maintain order, this
is also unavoidable for the 'FIGU Free Community of
Interests Universal', consequently, every person voluntarily joins it when becoming a member of the community,
because only through the established order and its
continues next page
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fortschrittlicher Weise Erfolg bringen kann.

observance can the 'FIGU Free Community of Interests
Universal' last and bring success in a progressive wise.

3. Der Sinn des ‹Frei› resp. ‹Freie› der ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› entspricht einem völligen
Freisein von äusseren und dem Gemeinschaftswert ‹Frei› entgegenwirkenden fremden Abkommen, Abschlüssen, Absprachen,
Ausgleichen, Bestimmungen, Bündnissen, Forderungen,
Kontrakten, Übereinkommen, Übereinkünften und Vereinbarungen
usw., die den Sinn der Gemeinschaftsfreiheit in bezug auf das
freie Handeln, Tun und freiheitliche Verhalten in irgendwelcher
Weise einschränken würden.

3. The meaning of 'Free' of the 'FIGU Free Community of
Interests Universal' corresponds to a complete freedom
from external agreements, deals, arrangements, settlements, provisions, alliances, demands, contracts, conventions, understandings and stipulations, etc., which
would restrict the sense of community freedom with
regard to free action, activity and free behaviour, in any
wise.

4. Hinsichtlich FIGU-eigener Angelegenheiten muss die absolute
Bestimmungs- und Handlungsfreiheit der ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› in jedem Fall allzeitlich
gewährleistet sein, wobei diese jedoch mit der vorherrschenden
Staatsordnung und deren Erlassen, Gesetzen und Verordnungen
usw. vereinbar sein müssen.

4. With regard to FIGU's own affairs, the absolute freedom of determination and action of the 'FIGU Free
Community of Interests Universal' must be guaranteed at
all times, although these must be compatible with the
prevailing state’s order and its decrees, laws and ordinances, etc.

5. Mündliche oder schriftliche Beschlüsse, Kontrakte oder sonstige
Vereinbarungen zwischen der ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› und ihr aussenstehenden
Parteien jeder Art dürfen nicht erfolgen, wenn damit die FIGUeigene direkte Bestimmungsfreiheit und direkte Kontrolle einer
Sache oder eines Zustandes usw. durch die ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› unterlaufen oder gefährdet
wird.

5. Verbal or written decisions, contracts or other agreements between the ‘FIGU Free Community of Interests
Universal’ and external parties of any kind may not take
place if the FIGU's own direct freedom of determination
and direct control of a matter or a status, etc. by the
‘FIGU Free Community of Interests Universal’ is undermined or endangered.

6. Mündliche oder schriftliche Beschlüsse, Kontrakte oder sonstige
Vereinbarungen zwischen der ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› und ihr aussenstehenden
Parteien dürfen nur dann erfolgen, wenn es sich um
Sicherheitsaspekte, Schadengutmachungen und dergleichen, wie
auch um exakt berechnete und in verantwortbarem Rahmen
notwendige Belehnungen handelt. (Anm. Ptaah: Belehnungen =
Hypotheken, Versicherungen usw.)

6. Verbal or written decisions, contracts, or other agreements between the ‘FIGU Free Community of Interests
Universal’ and its external parties may only be made if
they concern safety aspects, compensation for damages
and the like, as well as precisely calculated and responsibly necessary payments. (Note by Ptaah: Collateral =
mortgages, insurance, etc.)

7. Verbal or written decisions, contracts or other agreements between the ‘FIGU Free Community of Interests
7. Mündliche oder schriftliche Beschlüsse, Kontrakte oder sonstige Universal’ and external parties may only be made if it is a
Vereinbarungen zwischen der ‹FIGU Freie
question of unavoidable requirements for renovation,
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› und ihr aussenstehenden
order, safety or maintenance-related external craftmanParteien dürfen nur dann erfolgen, wenn es sich um
ship services and special areas of work, for which FIGU
unumgängliche Erfordernisse bezüglich neuerungs-, ordnungs-,
external specialised workers must be called in.
sicherheits- oder instandhaltungsbedingte fremdhandwerkliche
Dienstbarkeiten und spezielle Arbeitsbereiche handelt, wofür
8. The members of the 'FIGU Free Community of
FIGU- fremde spezialisierte Arbeitskräfte zugezogen werden
Interests Universal' are extensively free in their manner
müssen.
of thinking as well as in their views and opinions, whereby, in this respect, they must also make and implement
8. Die Mitglieder der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft
their own decisions for their actions, doings and behavUniversell› sind umfänglich frei in ihren Gedankenweisen sowie in iour in an absolutely free and self-determining manner.
ihren Ansichten und Meinungen, wodurch sie in dieser Hinsicht
auch absolut frei selbstbestimmend ihre eigenen Entscheidungen 9. The members of the 'FIGU Free Community of
für ihr Handeln, Tun und Verhalten treffen und umsetzen müssen. Interests Universal' strive absolutely freely with regard to
their inner and outer freedom according to their own will
9. Die Mitglieder der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft
and mental capacity for their personal self-realisation,
Universell› bemühen sich hinsichtlich ihrer inneren und äusseren
their own freedom of opinion and for the freedom as well
Freiheit nach ihrem eigenen Willen und mentalen Vermögen abso- as the interests of the FIGU community.
lut frei um ihre persönliche Selbstverwirklichung, ihre eigene
Meinungsfreiheit und um die Freiheit sowie die Belange der FIGU- 10. The 'FIGU Free Community of Interests Universal’ as
Gemeinschaft.
continues next page
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10. Die ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell› als
solche, wie auch alle ihre Mitglieder jeder Gruppierung, haben im
Rahmen der Freiheit und gemäss der staatlichen und der FIGUOrdnung alles in der Weise in Eigenverantwortung zu tun, was in
persönlicher Logik und klarem Wissen sowie in Verstand und
Vernunft für richtig befunden wird.

such, as well as all its members of each group, have to
do everything within the framework of freedom and in
accordance with the state and FIGU order in the manner
of personal responsibility, which is found to be right in
personal logic and clear knowledge as well as in intellect
and rationality.

11. Die Freiheit ist als Möglichkeit zu verstehen, ohne Zwang
oder sonstige negative Beeinflussung in gründlich bedachter und
richtiger Weise wählen und entscheiden zu können, wobei
umfassend gleichzeitig FIGU-eigene sowie staatlich-rechtliche
Dimensionen und Ordnungen menschlich, freiheitlich, friedlich,
psychologisch, sozial und kulturell bedacht und berücksichtigt
werden müssen.

11. The feedom is to be understood as the possibility of
being able to choose and decide without coercion or
other negative influence in a thoroughly considered and
correct manner, whereby FIGU's own as well as statelegal dimensions and orders must be comprehensively
considered and taken into account in a human, liberal,
peaceful, psychological, social and cultural manner.

12. Die Freiheit der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft
Universell› als solche ist weder religiös, sektiererisch noch politisch, doch in bezug auf eine politische Tätigkeit ist es allen
FIGU-Mitgliedern freigestellt, eigens frei nach ihrem Willen und
Ermessen politisch agieren zu können.

12. The freedom of the 'FIGU Free Community of
Interests Universal' as such, is neither religious, sectarian
nor political, but with regard to political activity, all FIGU
members are free to act politically according to their own
will and discretion.

13. Alle FIGU-Mitglieder gehören weder einer Religion noch einer 13. All FIGU members do not belong to any religion, relireligiösen oder sonstigen Sekte wie auch keinen staatlich und
gious or other sect, nor to any group or organisation that
rechtlich strafbaren Gruppierungen oder Organisationen an.
is punishable by the state or by law.
14. Das ‹Freie›, ‹Freisein› und die ‹Freiheit› der ‹FIGU Freie
Interessengemeinschaft Universell› entspricht einem Zustand, der
erlaubt, dass die Gemeinschaft und jedes Mitglied in jeder
Beziehung eigens gemäss der gemeinschafts- und staatskonformen entsprechenden Ordnung handeln, wie auch rechtschaffen
die zur Verfügung stehenden Anlagen und deren Möglichkeiten
nutzen darf und kann, ohne von irgendwelchen äusseren
Drängen und Zwängen beeinträchtigt zu werden.

14. The 'freedom' and 'liberty' of the 'FIGU Free
Community of Interests Universal' corresponds to a status which allows the community and each member to act
in every respect in accordance with the appropriate order
of the community and the state, as well as to use the
available facilities and their possibilities in a righteous
manner, without being affected by any external pressures
and constraints.

a. Die ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell› pflegt ihre
rechtschaffenen Erwartungen, Gewohnheiten, Konventionen,
Moralvorstellungen, ihr Handeln, Tun und Verhalten sowie ihre
festgelegte Ordnung usw. völlig frei und nutzt diese Werte als
Schlüssel zur Pflege ihrer Ehre, Würde, Freiheit und des
Friedens.

a. The 'FIGU Free Community of Interests Universal' cultivates its righteous expectations, customs, conventions,
moral values, its actions, doings and behaviour as well as
its established order, etc. completely freely and uses
these values as the key to cultivate its honour, dignity,
freedom and peace.

b. Das ‹Freie› der ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft
Universell› gewährleistet bei Einhaltung und Erhalt der Gesetze,
Erlasse und Verordnungen usw. des Staates sowie der
Gemeinschaftsordnung in jedem Fall die persönliche Freiheit der
Gemeinschaftsmitglieder, wie auch die uneingeschränkte bürgerliche und menschliche Freiheit.

b. The 'Free' of the 'FIGU Free Interest Group Universal'
guarantees the personal freedom of the community members, as well as the unrestricted civil and human freedom, in any case, while adhering to and maintaining the
laws, decrees and ordinances etc. of the state as well as
the community order.

Das also entspricht exakt dem Konzept, das Quetzal und ich
zusammen mit unserem Gremium für den Begriff, den Namen
und Titel für die ‹FIGU Freie Interessengemeinschaft Universell›
ausgearbeitet hatten und das als Einführung und Vorspann für die
Satzungen gedacht war.

This corresponds exactly to the concept that Quetzal and
I, together with our committee, had worked out for the
term, the name and the title of the 'FIGU Free
Community of Interests Universal' and it was intended as
an introduction and preamble to the statutes.

Ptaah; 693. Kontakt,
31. Oktober 2017

Ptaah; 693rd Contact,
October 31, 2017
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what makeS a human beinG a riGhteouS human beinG?

waS iSt ein GereChter menSCh
von Billy Meier

what iS a riGhteouS human beinG
by Billy Meier
Translation: Catherine Mossman / November 17, 2021

1. Ein Mensch kann als ‹Gerechter› bezeichnet werden, wenn
er alle seine als Mensch würdigen Pflichten erfüllt;
2. wenn er den Frieden pflegt und ihn auch lebt;
3. wenn er grosszügig den Menschen in jeder Beziehung die
Freiheit gewährt;
4. wenn er alles Böse, alles Falsche, alles Ungerechte und
Schlechte, alle Unehrlichkeit von sich weist;
5. wenn er allen Schaden gegen Mitmenschen, die Systeme
der Natur und die Fauna und Flora bewusst vermeidet;
6. wenn er alles Gute und Positive liebt und pflegt;
7. wenn er in wahrer Liebe lebt, wächst und sich diesbezüglich immer weiterentwickelt;
8. wenn er in umfänglicher Rechtschaffenheit sein Leben
führt;
9. wenn er frei ist von persönlichen unguten, negativen und
schadenbringenden Absichten und Interessen;
10. wenn er rundum reinen Gewissens ist;
11. wenn er die Nächstenliebe/Mitmenschenliebe und die
Liebe zur Natur und deren Fauna und Flora pflegt;
12. wenn er ein klares und sauberes Gewissen pflegt;
13. wenn er nicht einer süchtigen Anhänglichkeit an den
materiellen Wohlstand verfallen ist;
14. wenn er Ordnung und Reinlichkeit in allen Dingen pflegt;
15. wenn er in guter Weise nach den schöpferischen
Gesetzen und Geboten lebt;

1. A human being can be called ‘righteous’ if he/she fulfils
all his/her duties worthy of a human being;
2. if he/she cultivates peace and lives it;
3. if he/she generously grants freedom to people in every
respect;
4. if he/she rejects all evil, all false, all unfair and bad, all
dishonesty;
5. if he/she consciously avoids all harm against fellow
human beings, the systems of nature and the fauna and
flora;
6. if he/she loves and cultivates all that is good and positive;
7. if he/she lives, grows and develops further in true love;
8. if he/she conducts his/her life in all-round righteousness;
9. if he/she is free from personal ungood, negative and
harmful intentions and interests;
10. if he/she is completely pure in conscience;
11. if he/she cultivates charity/love for the next one and love
of nature and its fauna and flora;
12. if he/she cultivates a clear and clean conscience;
13. if he/she is not fallen prey to an addictive attachment to
material wealth;
14. if he/she cultivates regulation and cleanliness in all
things;
15. if he/she lives in a good wise according to the creational
laws and recommendations;
continues next page
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16. wenn er sein Bewusstsein in schöpferischer Weise zur
persönlichen Evolution nutzt;
17. wenn er in seinem Sinnen, Trachten und Handeln ehrenvoll und würdevoll ist und diese Werte in dieser Weise lebt;
18. wenn er alle Zerstörung der Natur und deren Fauna und
Flora vermeidet;
19. wenn er in jeder ihm möglichen Beziehung den
Mitmenschen, der Natur und deren Fauna und Flora hilfreich
ist;
20. wenn er bewusst die Tugenden pflegt und sie in jeder
erdenklichen Situation auch auslebt;
21. wenn er die Gaben und Möglichkeiten seines
Bewusstseins zur persönlichen und der Mitmenschen
Evolution nutzt;
22. wenn er seiner Sprache eine klare, lehrende und
verständliche Ausdrucksweise verleiht;
23. wenn er der unsagbaren Schönheit der gesamten universellen Schöpfung Ehre und Würde verleiht;
24. wenn er die ganzen Werte und die Anmut aller
schöpferischen Schätze und deren Erhabenheit würdigt;
25. wenn er für sein Leben in ehrwürdiger Weise bewusst
seinen Dank zum Ausdruck bringt und ihn pflegt;
26. wenn er alles Schöpferische als hauptsächliche Kräfte
aller Existenz besinnlich und ehrenvoll würdigt;
27. wenn er die Schöpfung-Universen als solche anerkennt
und alle Ehre und Würde für sie aufbringt;
28. wenn er in bezug auf das Wohlergehen der Menschen
und aller Lebensformen immer hilfreich ist;
29. wenn er trotz dem Besitz vieler materieller Güter sich
nicht über die Mitmenschen erhebt;
30. wenn er voll Verstand, Vernunft und Logik geltende
Menschenrechte und Gesetze beurteilt und danach handelt;
31. wenn er trotz ihm gewährter Macht verantwortungsbewusst, bescheiden, anständig und integer bleibt;
32. wenn er sein Bewusstsein mit dem Licht und der
33. ‹Lehre der Wahrheit, des Geistes und des Lebens›
erleuchtet;
34. wenn er nicht einem Glauben, sondern gemäss der
schöpferischen Wirklichkeit und deren Wahrheit denkt und
lebt.

Billy, SSSC, 12. Januar 2018, 23. 50 h

FIGU, 'Freie Interessengemeinschaft', Semjase-Silver-StarCenter, Hinterschmidrüti 1225, 8495 Schmidrüti ZH,
Schweiz.

16. if he/she uses his/her consciousness in a creational wise
for personal evolution;
17. if he/she is honourable and dignified in his/her senses,
striving and deeds and lives these values in this wise;
18. if he/she avoids all destruction of nature and its fauna
and flora;
19. if he/she is helpful to his/her
fellow human beings, nature and its fauna and flora in every
possible respect;
20. if he/she consciously cultivates the virtues and also lives
them out in every conceivable situation;
21. if he/she uses the gifts and possibilities of his/her
consciousness for personal
and fellow human evolution;
22. if he/she gives his/her language a clear, instructive
and comprehensible expression;
23. if he/she gives honour and dignity to the unspeakable
beauty of the entire universal Creation;
24. if he/she appreciates the full value and grace of all
creational treasures and their sublimity;
25. if he/she consciously expresses gratitude for and cares
for his/her life in a venerable manner;
26. if he/she contemplatively and honourably appreciates all
that is creational as the primary powers of all existence;
27. if he/she recognises the Creation-universes as such and
gives all honour and dignity to them;
28. if he/she is ever helpful in regard to the welfare of the
human beings and all life forms;
29. if, in spite of possessing many material goods, he/she
does not exalt himself/herself above his/her fellow humans;
30. if, with complete intellect, rationality and logic, he/she
assesses and acts upon existing human rights and laws;
31. if, in spite of the power granted to him/her, he/she
remains with a sense of responsibility, modest, decent and
with integrity;
32. if he/she illuminates his/her consciousness with the light
and the
33. 'Teaching of the Truth, the Spirit and the Life';
34. if he/she thinks and lives not according to a belief but
according to the creational reality and its truth.

Billy, SSSC, 12 January 2018, 23.50 hrs.

© FIGU 2018
Some rights reserved.
This work is licensed, where not otherwise stated, to
www.figu.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/ch/ Non-commercial use
is therefore expressly permitted without further permission
from the author.
Published by Wassermannzeit:
FIGU, ‘Free Community of Interests‘ Semjase-Silver-StarCenter, Hinterschmidrüti 1225, 8495 Schmidrüti ZH,
Switzerland.
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From the book “diverSikum”
by Guido Moosbrugger, p. 302-303
Translation: Michael Uyttebroek
In the other world the individual ‘overall consciousness-block’
fulfils an important task, in which it processes everything
which in the actual life, through the consciousness respectively the personality is remaining unprocessed. It is a matter
of working through all the factors that were started in the past
life but not completed and did not lead to evolutionary
progress. Negative character tendencies, vice, etc. which
were not cleared up in the material existence, are not
processed, however, remain incomplete in the storage banks.
If therefore, for example, a negative trait is composed of
1000 part-aspects and in an acute life only 5 part-aspects
become remedied thereof, there still remains 995 partaspects, which in further lives, in each case from the new
personalities, must become worked out.
Once the processing is complete, the still existing personality,
via the overall consciousness-block is completely dissolved in
split seconds and changed into pure neutral ‘overall consciousness-block’-energy, out of which a completely new
consciousness-block, therefore a new, completely neutral
and unburdened personality is then formed which has no
more commonality with the earlier existence.
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sciousness-blocks belonging to them have only a still narrowly
restricted and very much shortened time at their disposal for
the formation of the new personalities, which has the most
extreme negative effects on the formation of the new personalities, which for this reason no longer show the necessary
stability.
If there is a normal reincarnation cycle, therefore with a normal population number – which is 529 Million human beings
for this Earth -, and the building up of the new personality as
well as the necessary working through process and learning
process of the spirit-form is concluded, then the point in time
comes that the spirit-form with the new human consciousness-block of the new personality finds entrance into a new
material body on the 21st day after procreation and an actual
(acute) life begins. In doing so, the spirit-form always remains
the same, it is merely somewhat higher in evolution than in
the previous life. Its form and consistency remain always the
same, no matter how often a change takes place from this
world to the other world or the reverse.

Therefore, emerging from the clarifications is that exclusively
only the human spirit-form reincarnates, therefore is reborn,
whereas the personality – respectively the consciousnessblock – of a human being is equally unique as his/her body,
which is why he/she is never reborn, but rather is newly born
The reason for it is that through a regular reincarnation cycle only one single time. Therefore, if reincarnation is spoken of,
then this pertains exclusively to the human spirit-form, which
that is not damaged through overpopulation, the duration of
already in countless actual human lives has existed, but
stay of the spirit-form in the other world amounts to about
always
with a new consciousness-block belonging to a comone and a half times the human life lived, directly correlated
pletely
new
body, which has nothing else in common with the
thereto is that the essence of all stored values of the past
preceding
personalities
aside from having the same spiritlives of the ‘overall consciousness-block’, which are regisform,
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why
simply
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immense overpopulation on the Earth, this regulation has
N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
been displaced so much that the spirit-forms and the coninsurmountable language differences between German and English.

From the FlCa SeCretary’S deSk:
CorreSpondenCe q&a
by Catherine Mossman
A couple of months ago a FIGU friend sent us this list of well
thought out questions, which we thought others may be interested in/ share, and would like to hear the answers we had
for them.
FiGu Friend [FF] writes: Thanks for the recent FIGU
Canada Newsletter. I found the explanation of your translation process particularly interesting. The newsletter also contained some Q&A between people and Michael. This led me
to wonder if, as I've seen online, Billy (or Christian) still takes
questions from people at large?
Secretary [Cm]: Billy certainly does not take questions
directly from the public, he’s way too busy, and most of the
questions have been asked before and can be answered

through people’s further research. If they cannot find the
answers they can ask Christian, at info@figu.org and if he
cannot answer, he will only then ask Billy, and only if those
questions are to do with Creation-Energy matters.
FF: Specifically, I'm interested in finding out which, if any, of
the Contact Reports (or Billy's other writings) may address
the following:
Cm: Hi …… I’ve copied and pasted your question here, with
answers interspersed. [in blue colour] There’s no way one
can (I certainly do not have the time nor desire to) research
and investigate all the books/ authors cited to give any kind
of comprehensive answers. Nor would Christian… we only
can answer from the information provided by Billy and the
Plejaren. You’ll have to make your own mind up with the info
you will learn in this material. However, bearing in mind the
great age of Billy’s spirit form of 9.6 billion years to the average human spirit-form age of 4.5-12 million I would tend, percontinues next page
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sonally, to lean more towards the information that Billy provides, yet, always with a critical and questioning bent of course.
Nor does this preclude other humans from accessing truth and
wisdom either. Ultimately, we have to trust our own inner voice
on this to weigh up the knowledge we gain and the insights
therein from this material with what we learn through the vast
libraries Earth-humanity has accumulated on all manner of subjects.]
1. what happens to our consciousness each night when
we fall asleep?
Various people believe that our consciousness visits spiritual
realms / the death-life when our physical body is asleep, in
order to learn. e.g. See Bob Monroe's books, ex-McGill
University neuropsychiatrist Dr. Shafica Karagulla's book
Through The Curtain.
This is still a field we are learning about, but here’s some of
what we’ve learned from Billy: In a nutshell: during sleep, the
consciousness does not function in the manner it does during
the day, it is, for the most part, sort of ‘suspended’ (for wont of
a better term) while we sleep, during which, our brain cycles in
and out of various states and dreams. Our dreams are formed
from our subconsciousness and unconscious forms (connected
with the WE-form of the entirety of humanity thus we can tune
into upcoming worldly catastrophes, etc.). The dreaming is what
is essential and has a great deal to do with our ongoing evolution. Through ‘training’ we can cause the consciousness to
remember, unencrypt, and understand dreams.
Interestingly, during the last REM cycle of the night’s sleep the
consciousness comes into a more active interplay with the
dreams and aids in our remembering of that last dream more
easily.
It is my understanding that the consciousness does not visit
spiritual realms as the consciousness is a part of the material
realm itself (at least in this phase of our evolution, maybe
things change in that regard in our future!?), nor does it access
the ‘other world’. In death life, in the realm of the overall-consciousness-block all former personalities have been processed
and dissolved in the first few seconds after death, so are no
longer in existence, and new personalities are being prepared
and built up, whilst the spirit-form remains encapsulated in its
own realm as a part-piece of Creation-energy, impervious to
material intrusions, always neutral.
We know that our subconsciousness/ unconscious-forms are
able to access the storage banks of our own past, and to a
lesser extent, those of other personalities (through the Weform) so perhaps that is what these various authors are grasping at albeit with incorrect terminology?
Also, dreams aid in the working out of things that are unresolved or of ongoing unsolved matters within our lives with the
aim of alerting and activating our consciousness evolution
through dream remembrances, the decrypting of them, the processing of them, and making the changes to our lives that
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these signs are pointing to. Also, dreams serve to
equalise our psyche through some of those internal ‘processing’ functions that are occurring, even if we aren’t
conscious of them. If you ever take the Geistes Lehre
teaching (aka Creation-Energy Teaching) course (all in
German, for which it is necessary to be a member of
FIGU, passively, or as a Patron member), there is a series
of chapters, stretching over many years that deals specifically with Dreams and Dream Interpretation, etc. I’ve been
on this dream section for about 3.5 years now; the whole
course stretches over 30 years, and the dreams section
comes in at about 11-12 years in. No doubt, Billy goes
much deeper into all of this in his teaching course for the
Plejaren and the Federation!
2. how common is it for death-life spirit-forms to act
as guides / watch over currently incarnated human
beings?
Some of Rudolf Steiner's many books speak of guardian
angels – while Billy clearly writes that angels, ascended
masters etc. are not real, is there any truth in the notion
that every human being is influenced or guided by nonmaterial beings? (These could be part of each individuals'
own spirit-form.)
No, we are not guided by non-material beings and certainly not by spirit-forms from the other side.
Our spirit-form has created our overall-consciousnessblock (o-c-b), which in turn creates our incarnating consciousness-block (personality, ego, etc.) which comes into
a new body at the same time as the spirit-form reincarnates into that body. Because of this irretrievable connection/bond with its own o-c-b the spirit-form stays on the
other side (albeit in its own realm) while the o-c-b, after
having dissolved the old consciousness-block, is in the
process of creating the next personality, etc. (consciousness-block) to incarnate and can thus have nothing to do
with other people’s consciousness-blocks (personality,
ego, consciousness) currently in the material realm, on
this side. In other words, each person has their own spiritform which remains neutral and imperviously encapsulated in its own realm, both in death-life and when it is ‘situated’ in a body on this side.
Additionally, while the spirit-form is also the source of our
‘enlivenment’, akin to our power source, it does not directly influence our consciousness, however, it does send
neutral impulses to our unconscious and sub-consciousness as an assist during our incarnation. So, aside from
the outside influences of others, and our environment,
etc., just our own subconsciousness, unconscious-forms,
thoughts, feelings, psyche and impulses from our spiritform and impulses connecting to our storage banks guide
us.
Some people, e.g. scientists, authors, artists, etc. may
receive subconscious impulses, not consciously recognised, from ET’s with the aim of inspiring them towards
inventions, and insights to aid in the progress of humanity
which the humans think are their own, e.g. Gene
Roddenberry was one as were two German sci-fi writers,
continues next page
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From the FlCa SeCretary’S deSk...continues
Walter Ensting and Carl Herbert Sheer, who began the
immensely popular Perry Rhodan weekly sci-fi magasine
series back in 1961.
3. was the austrian woman eva broch pierrakos a true
medium?
See: https://pathwork.org/the-lectures/
I don’t know, you’d have to research this. Billy doesn’t pay
much heed to mediums as most are not truth tellers and are
adept at manipulating labile humans. Some are able to tap
into the subconsciousness of their clients and thus make up
the stories they need to about contacting their dead relatives,
etc. which is bunk, as those personalities were dissolved
within seconds of their deaths, and if they’re making a business of it, they’re also usually not true in their dealings.
4. are messengers of the radiant rose academy true
mediums?
See: https://radiantroseacademy.com/welcome/introduction/
no idea, same answer to 3.
5. how common is it for people to truly perceive fluidal
energies (to see, hear and perhaps realize things directly
about people's health via intuition or direct knowing),
particularly energy healers?
Barbara Ann Brennan is probably the best known energy
healer and her first book, Hands of Light, complete with
detailed drawings and explanations of what she perceives, is
a classic. Adam McLeod, now a doctor, is another. Some
energy healers claim to have spirit guides that help with their
healing work.
You’ll have to research it, and read on in Fluidal [n.b. referring to Meier’s recently translated into English book: About
Fluidal-Energies, respectively, Fluidal-Powers Among Other
Things] As you have heard from Billy, there are no such
thing as spirit guides (based on what comprises a spirit-form,
the whole concept is illogical) and thus can be attributed to
their imaginations at work. And we know from Billy that any
healing is done by our own selves, and ‘healers’ act as a
motivating factor, even as a sort of ‘placebo’ factor in order
for us to activate our own healing powers through our powers
of thought. So actually, someone else is not capable to heal
us, unless they have access to highly technological
machines that they can use on us, such as what the Plejaren
have.
6. how common is human ability to project one's consciousness?

heavens. e.g. See books by Robert A. Monroe; Dr George
Ritchie (Return from Tomorrow); Paul Elder (Eyes of An
Angel); Rosalind McKnight (Cosmic Journeys), Dr Eben
Alexander etc.
One does not ‘project’ one’s consciousness but it can actually ‘journey’ so to speak, probably not too common as it
would also depend on a high level of consciousness-based
ability. The whole arena of astral projection and remote
viewing is a great breeding ground for fraud. And Not to say
that there aren’t some that can, but I’d hazard a guess that
the real ones who could can be counted on less than the fingers on one hand. I think there is something about a guy
called Ed Dames (a remote viewer who offers expensive
courses) in one of the FIGU bulletins, (No. 9) about him
milking the gullible… you’ll have to research it. Future of
Mankind for access to all the contact reports is a great
resource for researching your questions. I’m sure you must
know about that site!
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